
Imagination is more important than knowledge.  For knowledge is limited to all 
we now know and understand, while imagination embraces the entire world, and 

all there ever will be to know and understand.	

Albert Einstein (1879 - 1955)	
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The Wrights and Flight Research	

1899-1908	




I believe that flight is possible…���

Wilbur Wright, 03 Sep 1900	




-  the great engineering achievement of the time	

-  understanding of “two-track” vehicle systems (buggys, 

carts, & trains)	

-  completed on 10 May 1869 (Wilbur was two years old)	




•  Otto Lilienthal���
- experiments from 1891 to 1896	


•  Samuel P Langley���
- experiments from 1891-1903	


•  Octave Chanute���
- experiments from 1896-1903	




•  Glider experiments 1891 - 1896	




•  Aerodrome experiments 1887-1903	




•  Gliding experiments 1896 to 1903	






Dayton’s “West Side News”	




•  “single-track” vehicle mechanics	








•  Span: 17  feet	

•  Chord: 5 feet	

•  Gap:  4 feet, 8 inches	

•  Camber: 1/23	

•  Wing Area: 165 sq ft	

•  Weight with operator   

190 lb	






•  Span: 22  feet	

•  Chord: 7 feet	

•  Gap:  4 feet, 8 inches	

•  Camber: 1/17	

•  Wing Area: 290 sq ft	

•  Horizontal Rudder Area 

18 sq ft	

•  Length 14 feet	

•  Weight 98 lb	






On the train back to Dayton, 
Wilbur tells Orville that men would 

not fly for another fifty years...	






•  Span: 32  feet 1 inch	

•  Chord: 5 feet	

•  Gap:  4 feet, 7 inches	

•  Camber 1/24	

•  Wing Area: 305 sq ft	

•  Horizontal Rudder  Area 

15 sq ft	

•  Length 16 feet 1 inch	

•  Weight 112 lb	

•  Three configurations	








•  Span: 40  feet 4 inch	

•  Chord: 6 feet 6 inches	

•  Gap:  6 feet 2 inches	

•  Camber 1/20	

•  Wing Area: 510 sq ft	

•  Horizontal Rudder  Area 

48 sq ft	

•  Vertical Rudder  21 sq ft	

•  Length 21 feet 1 inch	

•  Weight 605 lb	
























•  Built for autopilot experiments	

•  Set duration record (9 min 45 sec)	






Understanding the Wright’s Accomplishments 
Through Evaluation	




Wright Flyers Today	






Orville’s Camera: 1902 to 1905	




What do we believe is possible?	



